Christianity
Render therefore unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's; and unto God the things that are God's.
Direct from The Holy Bible, King James Version, Matthew 22:21, Jesus’ own words in response to him being
quizzed by his critics so to speak about whether or not people should pay taxes to Caesar. (In other contexts
I’ve hear Christian authorities express this sentiment: ‘render onto reason that which is reason’s and unto faith
that which is faith’s’.)

Islam
In our philosophy there is no room for Caesars
An Islamic sentiment ... Unfortunately I can’t recall the exact TV news program that I heard this sound bite on, but I did hear it with my own ears
(circa sometime between 9/11/01 and October ’06 and closer to ought six). An Islam Cleric explicitly said (to an interviewer or reporter in response
to some question, the Cleric said): “[In Islam] faith allows no room for reason.”

Objectivism
In our philosophy there is no room for Caesars
Either my recall of a scene out of Ayn Rand’s Atlas Shrugged or her saying it somewhere else

Following is the actual scene as I could find in Atlas:
He smiled. "Do you think so? Do you think that their need of you is your protection? Do you think that
you can give them what they want? No, you won't quit until you see, of your own sight and judgment,
what it is that they really want. You know, Dagny, we were taught that some things belong to God and
others to Caesar. Perhaps their God would permit it. But the man you say we're serving—he does not
permit it. He permits no divided allegiance, no war between your mind and your body, no gulf between
your values and your actions, no tributes to Caesar. He permits no Caesars." [Atlas Shrugged, by Ayn
Rand, Hardcover, Random House, New York, 18th Printing, copyright 1957, p. 636].

As a little kid my first influence was the King James Version of The Holy
Bible so when I hear statements like that of Objectivism and Islam Clerics
they leave impressions. I say—will argue in my next book, “How to
Faith-Proof Your Life”—that my Chart 6a as a condensation and/or
integration of my impressions is right on the money ...

